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4 November 2021 
 
This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to Covid-19 
and vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in South Africa, as part of the RCCE 
Social Listening team. Thanks to all who submitted.  
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1. National Department of Health (Charity Bhengu)  
 
Social listen of the Department of Health’s Facebook 31-04 November 
 

 
This week’s focus was on the new social media banners on the Department of Health’s 
Facebook, calling on 60+, 50+ and 12+ to vaccinate; and others on free rides and 4th wave.  
The conversations about the messages were positive with some concerns about incentives 
as a form of coercion to get people to vaccinate which they described as ‘desperate’. Others 
saw no need to vaccinate when the country has 96% recovery rate or why children should 
vaccinate as they have low risk of getting Covid-16. They complained about government that 
it should have investigated first  the risks of using a private Uber taxi instead of the public taxi 
in the townships, and to be more sensitive to the needs of the poor in the rural areas. 
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https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4851231658259662/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=E
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https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4838939756155519/?type=3&source=48&__tn__=EH-R 

https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4837144683001693/?type=3&source=48&__tn__=
EH-R 

https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4838729569509871/?type=3&source=48&__tn__=
EH-R 

https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4838939756155519/?type=3&source=48&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4837144683001693/?type=3&source=48&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4837144683001693/?type=3&source=48&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4838729569509871/?type=3&source=48&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/HealthZA/#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4838729569509871/?type=3&source=48&__tn__=EH-R
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https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4836515226397972&id=147721238610751&m_entstream_source=timeline&anch
or_composer=false#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4836514959731332/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=EH-
R 

  

 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4833554593360702&id=147721238610751&m_entstream_source=timeline&anch
or_composer=false#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4833554486694046/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=EH-
R 

 

Social listening on SABCNews’s Facebook 31/10 – 04/11 
We focused on SABC news coverage of Covid-19 vaccines during the election period on its 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4836515226397972&id=147721238610751&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer=false#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4836514959731332/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4836515226397972&id=147721238610751&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer=false#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4836514959731332/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4836515226397972&id=147721238610751&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer=false#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4836514959731332/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4833554593360702&id=147721238610751&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer=false#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4833554486694046/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4833554593360702&id=147721238610751&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer=false#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4833554486694046/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=EH-R
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=4833554593360702&id=147721238610751&m_entstream_source=timeline&anchor_composer=false#!/HealthZA/photos/a.1029148150468051/4833554486694046/?type=3&source=48&refid=52&__tn__=EH-R
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Facebook page, The coverage or posts dropped to one Covid-19 daily update a day for three 
days and on Monday and Tuesday 2 posts a day to a total of 7 about approval of Pfizer Covid-
19 for ages 5-11, and Pfizer’s growing Covid-19 vaccine sales. The response to daily updates 
was more negative than positive. There were more concerns about the election’s super-
spreader events, non-compliance to NPIs and the projected fourth wave after the elections. 

 

Public sentiments on Covid-19 daily updates: 319 #COVID19 new cases  
4 November 2021,  |  SABCFacebook|  SABCNews |  @SABCNews 

Fear starting to set in about the coming of the  4th wave after the election. People already 
concerned that soon the risk of the election events will cause a rapid rise in the Covid-19 new 
cases, which will take the country quickly to the 4th wave and level 5. 

 
 
 
 
Public sentiments on Covid-19 daily updates: 344 #COVID19 new cases 
3 November 2021 |  SABCNews  |  SABCTwitter  |  SABCFacebook 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid19?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZURfXWezAJ-eBHjgcUZgMjA_vxRqTAg4_l8_R_HsirXppBDl_A51qnsa4ploixJ59tRKzswLuut-xw7HzuiUGzR5nXzSqCfL9rC1WuUybP9hCasRAvuFkshKOITOc7IlkROyYwQJT8Q1W1AHdEQCPdR&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/SABCNews/
https://lm.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sabcnews.com%2Fsabcnews%2Fcoronavirus-your-daily-update-3%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3qJrK2aPt3LX7-LiytGyDofaylNctmh8JgqhTV7n6HeStu3JhYWKUQDPw&h=AT0lZvV7-6OEvDFQn8BPxJFGTnCHNTt26Zh2u_IEZLngb6ffh0CyhLOmzrnfLsU67KZwy1oSnG7w84uzzD5WnzpUiepP3405PDRjhC-1z7poeddVo_nkvZqGXgCQfgGe4mQSVMVaVyVEHFjWa6yZpzI0vfLz9ZDopozEL5TEHA
https://twitter.com/SABCNews
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid19?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZURfXWezAJ-eBHjgcUZgMjA_vxRqTAg4_l8_R_HsirXppBDl_A51qnsa4ploixJ59tRKzswLuut-xw7HzuiUGzR5nXzSqCfL9rC1WuUybP9hCasRAvuFkshKOITOc7IlkROyYwQJT8Q1W1AHdEQCPdR&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/sa-records-344-new-coronavirus-cases/?fbclid=IwAR1YLhW8hGkaEsrM8AgA1iV-FHjAYrsyBV17vRilxYrPnB7VmUG0mohT7jI
https://twitter.com/SABCNews
https://www.facebook.com/SABCNews/
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People sceptical of the numbers and questioning how quickly they have jumped soon after 

the elections, and anxious about going back to level 5, aaadding “this was expected.  By 

now we know how this game is played. ” and now that “Elections are done and dusted, all 

gatherings will be super spreaders. They are in Pretoria (ROC) social distance dololo”  
and cited conspiracy theories to explain their frustrations.  

 
 

The negative sentiments to the updates 
are almost the same 
 
Public sentiments on Covid-19 daily updates: 
169 #COVID19 new cases 2 November 2021 
|  SABCNews  |  SABCTwitter  |  SABCFacebook  

 
Public sentiments on Covid-19 daily updates: 
106 #COVID19 new cases 1 November 2021 
|  SABCNews  |  SABCTwitter  |  SABCFacebook 
 
Public sentiments on Covid-19 daily updates: 
230 #COVID19 new cases 31 November 2021, 
| SABCFacebook | SABCNews | @SABCTwitter 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Uncertainty over 4th wave of the coronavirus 
2 November 2021 | SABCNews  | SABCTwitter 
SABCFacebook 
As fear intensified about the next wave may hit Gauteng during the festive season, Dr Richard 
Lessells questions on whether the virus could cause another surge in cases – as more people 
choose to get vaccinated against COVID-19. She believes “ there is much more uncertainty about 
what the virus will now do and what capacity it has to cause another kind of big surge in cases,”  
Here 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid19?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZURfXWezAJ-eBHjgcUZgMjA_vxRqTAg4_l8_R_HsirXppBDl_A51qnsa4ploixJ59tRKzswLuut-xw7HzuiUGzR5nXzSqCfL9rC1WuUybP9hCasRAvuFkshKOITOc7IlkROyYwQJT8Q1W1AHdEQCPdR&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/coronavirus-your-daily-update-3/?fbclid=IwAR3EUyG0MX-hUyQ-Dzvwxa3fOziKoyJEFAehFq3eccsqjLYqqPYtOaJSMv0
https://twitter.com/SABCNews
https://www.facebook.com/SABCNews/
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid19?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZURfXWezAJ-eBHjgcUZgMjA_vxRqTAg4_l8_R_HsirXppBDl_A51qnsa4ploixJ59tRKzswLuut-xw7HzuiUGzR5nXzSqCfL9rC1WuUybP9hCasRAvuFkshKOITOc7IlkROyYwQJT8Q1W1AHdEQCPdR&__tn__=*NK-R
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sabcnews.com%2Fsabcnews%2F106-new-covid-19-cases-recorded-in-sa%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR143yvRqakJEzoYtJgGMwVFXI_L54NQ3ThcOrFbbtOozmsdwj_0xV27Iuw&h=AT0IFWTHSRzhJvMntRnRbbbKZEd5g87e3ZjTmdITZYoZG8yW3c6GYkiexoJpyBh3ucyc5Rm3yAH7GZ1HU6FaYCFRK8MDzGGPHNclOMjGmrm-4Jc4R7myFH9gxDUV7EvJwUHV&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2-OK6qclsIoxcKJYY-IYma9rWhe-a1elLxKlvtXELE51v-C--vuoysbzxHmfoLN1U9KExPS6hTswjvjwNblIVipO-2OqVIrjHPhNHITWm2vwDVIR4Zw8Ug9juHcJZtqoJFgeizA0GoF5JvtATXZ3iQ3CNfg1pJiOKRyMb1T6cYc6H1
https://twitter.com/SABCNews
https://www.facebook.com/SABCNews/
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid19?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZURfXWezAJ-eBHjgcUZgMjA_vxRqTAg4_l8_R_HsirXppBDl_A51qnsa4ploixJ59tRKzswLuut-xw7HzuiUGzR5nXzSqCfL9rC1WuUybP9hCasRAvuFkshKOITOc7IlkROyYwQJT8Q1W1AHdEQCPdR&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/SABCNews/
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/pfizer-expects-2021-2022-covid-19-vaccine-sales-to-total-at-least-65-bln/
https://twitter.com/SABCNews
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/pfizer-expects-2021-2022-covid-19-vaccine-sales-to-total-at-least-65-bln/
https://twitter.com/SABCNews
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sabcnews.com%2Fsabcnews%2Funcertainty-over-4th-wave-of-the-coronavirus-specialist-lessells%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1V5VXUEntH4mNYOwNLWeFbLVbeVMlIt_J0FfV_j4L2FaGTtc9mytKc9Z4&h=AT2Ihq_QEm5RkAj1KM7hAdpYKiVIR7c4aK102mFk_PB9qMFIUrkizmjpPUizp49BCjIt-A9AeM3toHM8sZwUqvdIZrMfzAZcVHXV0BxyWN-ERUwX6IYAOJDuBtkMsgkinYV6&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2heVE9STX1mjmcoVvJqIGxHl6MCsaVjf0n-MnWgTgVhx443vXL27tkXfsAuJVqwt5bid56I1lujGTYnR8-VDkNjBBFydbwpQLvNfVNNMSVk-lS6frci_rmVccg2JZyezzUiruEQlMPQ7ykB2Z1Dmgu9AbfKU18y_7Oh6KvCmdZ7oxs
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sabcnews.com%2Fsabcnews%2Funcertainty-over-4th-wave-of-the-coronavirus-specialist-lessells%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1V5VXUEntH4mNYOwNLWeFbLVbeVMlIt_J0FfV_j4L2FaGTtc9mytKc9Z4&h=AT2Ihq_QEm5RkAj1KM7hAdpYKiVIR7c4aK102mFk_PB9qMFIUrkizmjpPUizp49BCjIt-A9AeM3toHM8sZwUqvdIZrMfzAZcVHXV0BxyWN-ERUwX6IYAOJDuBtkMsgkinYV6&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2heVE9STX1mjmcoVvJqIGxHl6MCsaVjf0n-MnWgTgVhx443vXL27tkXfsAuJVqwt5bid56I1lujGTYnR8-VDkNjBBFydbwpQLvNfVNNMSVk-lS6frci_rmVccg2JZyezzUiruEQlMPQ7ykB2Z1Dmgu9AbfKU18y_7Oh6KvCmdZ7oxs
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sabcnews.com%2Fsabcnews%2Funcertainty-over-4th-wave-of-the-coronavirus-specialist-lessells%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1V5VXUEntH4mNYOwNLWeFbLVbeVMlIt_J0FfV_j4L2FaGTtc9mytKc9Z4&h=AT2Ihq_QEm5RkAj1KM7hAdpYKiVIR7c4aK102mFk_PB9qMFIUrkizmjpPUizp49BCjIt-A9AeM3toHM8sZwUqvdIZrMfzAZcVHXV0BxyWN-ERUwX6IYAOJDuBtkMsgkinYV6&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c%5b0%5d=AT2heVE9STX1mjmcoVvJqIGxHl6MCsaVjf0n-MnWgTgVhx443vXL27tkXfsAuJVqwt5bid56I1lujGTYnR8-VDkNjBBFydbwpQLvNfVNNMSVk-lS6frci_rmVccg2JZyezzUiruEQlMPQ7ykB2Z1Dmgu9AbfKU18y_7Oh6KvCmdZ7oxs
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Pfizer expects 2021, 2022 COVID-19 vaccine sales to total at least $65 bln 2 November 
2021, 9 | SABCFacebook |  SABCNews |  @SABCTwitter 
Here 

 
Facebook 31-04 November 

  

https://www.facebook.com/SABCNews/
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/pfizer-expects-2021-2022-covid-19-vaccine-sales-to-total-at-least-65-bln/
https://twitter.com/SABCNews
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sabcnews.com%2Fsabcnews%2Fpfizer-expects-2021-2022-covid-19-vaccine-sales-to-total-at-least-65-bln%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2HPC6q5672DfcEaKslVcjULlagN3up36iaXG5PCraB9CbZJCxpJX9kTgs&h=AT3ZSd3Vj6hLvc9noR6SACfpdrS4QrKyvUnoNjfJOdm1nAWUd3mo8cL_ucBzQqiJpD15fC9dPrIPGJ68GtVRCk6JQ5GIucf02uUoCvTi-5A3ugTsioRmi5ccEUl5yZiTVw5e&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1GQyjjQZMhgNyd23cWgyI-zOGySmjTiXtC8eCAKOzU1IpE_0kLRTQemu7XbdXkSi2uuyMUz8_1aGueusXpr-HXUZSfyYHVta76wZG6IRLjS4A9chDsDgcFFUQGbgY7DvrVFRVDSEqhJtn6L22p_n8w0cIgYacYPszW01h9wo_s-w30
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2. Real 411 (William) 
 
Top three Real411. 
 

1. WhatsApp – Vaccines alter your DNA and they use it to infect you with HIV. 
 

2. A bunch of anit vaccers – Nic Hudson reported and also a new one  as seen below 
with a Vaccine “wheel of fortune” manipulated with non-local people, highlighting the 
side-effects of vaccines.  Notably “health” and “staying alive” not on there.  
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3. Political parties pushing anti-vaccination like the ACDP and Party of Action also the 

“Us the People party”  
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3. Health Systems Trust (Antoinette) 
 
HEALTH SYSTEMS TRUST CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIAL LISTENING:  
 
ELECTIONS, COVID-19 AND THE VACCINE  
The church’s Reverend Alan Storey said, “Every single major religion and 
denomination is pro-vaccinations. Vaccines are safe and effective - they save lives, 
they reduce spreading, they reduce hospitalisation.” 

 
https://www.groundup.org.za/article/church-calls-religious-organisations-support-vaccination/  
 

 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/25/health/covid-boosters-cdc-fda.html  

  

  
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10126371/Let-Kyrie-play-Swarm-anti-vaxxers-charge-
security-Brooklyn-Nets-home-opener.html   

 
VACCINE HESITANCY/ANTI-VAXXING INCL. MISINFORMATION 
Why protect vaccine lunacy? 

 
https://www.news24.com/citypress/columnists/mondlimakhanya/mondli-makhanya-why-protect-

https://www.groundup.org.za/article/church-calls-religious-organisations-support-vaccination/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/25/health/covid-boosters-cdc-fda.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10126371/Let-Kyrie-play-Swarm-anti-vaxxers-charge-security-Brooklyn-Nets-home-opener.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10126371/Let-Kyrie-play-Swarm-anti-vaxxers-charge-security-Brooklyn-Nets-home-opener.html
https://www.news24.com/citypress/columnists/mondlimakhanya/mondli-makhanya-why-protect-vaccine-lunacy-20211024
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vaccine-lunacy-20211024  

 
EDITORIAL: If a great ‘vaccine divide’ ensues, mandate-hesitant SA must blame itself 

 
Late in October, SA joined a select club of countries who are offering Covid-19 vaccines to children as 
young as 12 years of age. It’s a move that will not only boost the country's immunisation campaign but 
may go a long way to offering protection to families, teachers and limiting disruptions to schools as 
they go into the year-end examinations period... 
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/editorials/2021-10-27-editorial-if-a-great-vaccine-divide-
ensues-mandate-hesitant-sa-must-blame-itself/  

 
Scam alert! Agriculture dept warns farmers of Covid-19 SMS scam 
The Department of Agriculture, Land Reform and Rural Development has cautioned farmers 
about a Covid-19 relief fund scam doing the rounds. 
According to the department, "faceless people" are distributing text messages to farmers 
calling on them to pay R2 000 as an upfront "fee", falsely claiming they can fast-track their 
Covid-19 relief fund applications. 
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/scam-alert-agriculture-dept-warns-
farmers-of-covid-19-sms-scam-20211103 
 
 
 
 
 
UPDATES: PROGRESS ON VACCINES, ETC. 

 
https://sacoronavirus.co.za/  
 
Families could be denied death benefits if their unvaccinated loved one dies 

 

https://www.news24.com/citypress/columnists/mondlimakhanya/mondli-makhanya-why-protect-vaccine-lunacy-20211024
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/editorials/2021-10-27-editorial-if-a-great-vaccine-divide-ensues-mandate-hesitant-sa-must-blame-itself/
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/opinion/editorials/2021-10-27-editorial-if-a-great-vaccine-divide-ensues-mandate-hesitant-sa-must-blame-itself/
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/scam-alert-agriculture-dept-warns-farmers-of-covid-19-sms-scam-20211103
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/scam-alert-agriculture-dept-warns-farmers-of-covid-19-sms-scam-20211103
https://sacoronavirus.co.za/
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These days, workers who refuse to get vaccinated against covid-19 may face financial 
repercussions, from higher health insurance premiums to loss of their jobs. Now, the financial 
fallout might follow workers beyond the grave. If they die of covid and weren't vaccinated, their 
families may not get death benefits they would otherwise have received. New York's 
Metropolitan Transportation Authority no longer pays a $500,000 death benefit to the families 
of subway, bus and commuter rail workers who die of covid if the workers were unvaccinated 
at the time of death. "It strikes me as needlessly cruel," said Mark DeBofsky, a lawyer at 
DeBofsky Sherman Casciari Reynolds in Chicago who represents workers in benefit disputes. 
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/11/03/health/unvaccinated-death-benefits-khn-
partner/index.html  
 
GOOD NEWS 
Tembisa Hospital has discharged its last two Covid-19 patients 
Tembisa Hospital in Johannesburg has no Covid-19 patients - a first since the start of the 
pandemic. The hospital discharged its last two Covid-19 patients over the weekend. Hospital 
chief executive Dr Ashley Mthunzi says staff are elated about the development. "We've got 
zero Covid-19 cases.  It shows that the non-pharmaceutical interventions … as well as the 
vaccine - have gotten us where we are. With more consciousness and education, the public 
is more aware of the risks associated with the spread of Covid-19." 
 
The hospital admitted its first Covid-19 patient on 25 March last year. To accommodate 
Covid-19 patients, it repurposed two orthopaedic wards and a surgery ward. 
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/tembisa-hospital-has-discharged-its-last-
two-covid-19-patients-20211104 
 
PANDEMIC AND WOMEN 
COVID: Medical experts step up after dismissing menstrual changes 

 
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/11/2/covid-menstruation-and-the-medical-industrys-response  

 
 

  

https://edition.cnn.com/2021/11/03/health/unvaccinated-death-benefits-khn-partner/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/11/03/health/unvaccinated-death-benefits-khn-partner/index.html
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/tembisa-hospital-has-discharged-its-last-two-covid-19-patients-20211104
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/tembisa-hospital-has-discharged-its-last-two-covid-19-patients-20211104
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/11/2/covid-menstruation-and-the-medical-industrys-response
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4. Red Cross (Ireen) 
 
Community Feedback key issues (offline) 19-31 October 2021 
 

The following concerns were collected through offline community feedback mechanism in the 

past 2 weeks which SARCS field staff and volunteers embarked on; 

❖ Vaccination remains individual choice 

❖ Vaccine equity concerns especially among undocumented people both citizens and 

external migrants and refugees. 

 

 
Figure 1: Concerns related to COVID-19 vaccination 

 

5. Covid Hotline call centre (Carmen and team) 
 

• Enquiries around vaccination certificates include: 
✓ Why the certificate is not scanable/readable 
✓ Accessing and downloading the vaccination certificate from outside the 

country 

✓ Incorrect information captured at the site and now appearing incorrectly 
on the certificate. 

✓ More requests for assistance as certificate is required for travelling 
abroad 

✓ Request to change identity document information from SA ID to Foreign 
Passport as the country they are entering only recognizes the passport 
number on the certificate 
 

• Some queries on “Election Day” – 01 Nov 
✓ Citizens turned away from vaccination sites 
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✓ FS, Fezile Dabi decided not to operate at or near voting stations because 

of issues with the police. 
✓ Pop up sites that were listed as being near voting stations were not open 

when citizens arrived. 
 

• Queries around citizens accessing the Sisonke Booster shots have been trickling 
in. 

Interesting to note is that a medical officer who was vaccinated in the Sisonke trial 
wanted to opt out of the booster trial and get 2 doses of Pfizer instead. 

 
• More general sentiments included for the week but are not limited to: 

✓ Citizens losing number or phone they registered with 
✓ Not receiving a vaccination code via SMS 

✓ Rescheduling appointments 

 
• Work from home agents were affected by load shedding but they were brought 

back into office. 

• Top 3 complaints which required escalations were: 
 

✓ Incorrect / Missing Information – Citizens details are incorrect on EVDS 
or showing the incorrect vaccine details 

✓ SMS Related – Related to Vaccine Certificate (Change of number for 
OTP/Vaccine Code) / Incorrect details on SMS 

✓ Vaccine Certificate Related – Unable to retrieve certificate 
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6. UNICEF (Daniel, Pumla & Janine) 

UNICEF ESARO  
Online and Social Media monitor on COVID-19 vaccines in SA – October 28 – November 3, 
2021* 

COVID-19 vaccines related search queries 
Interest in the following search queries was rising on Google over the past week: “Schalk van der 
Merwe anti vaccine” (+1800%), “https //vaccine.certificate.health.gov download” (+250%), “Proof of 
vaccination code South Africa” (+110%), “What pain reliever can I take after covid vaccine” (+100%), 
“Can I take disprin after covid vaccine” (+70%).  

COVID-19 vaccines related search queries 
Tweets about COVID-19 vaccines in the country generated 10k engagements, -40% compared to the 
previous reporting period.  

Most shared links by SA users on Twitter include:  

• https://www.discovery.co.za/assets/template-resources/general/top-questions-about-
covid-19-vaccines.pdf  

• https://bhekisisa.org/multimedia/2021-10-29-fast-four-your-questions-about-covid-jabs-
pregnancy-answered/  

• https://www.iol.co.za/pretoria-news/news/court-bid-to-urgently-halt-roll-out-of-covid-19-
vaccine-to- children-048d78db-d371-459c-9bf9-92500c96e696   

COVID-19 vaccine conversation on digital news media 
News articles about COVID-19 vaccines generated over 23k engagements, -30% compared to the 
previous reporting period. Top articles on digital news media by engagement include:  

• COVID-19 in SA: 106 new cases, two deaths recorded  
• From Monday, people over 60 get paid to vaccinate – and 50-year-olds could be in line soon  
• WATCH | Make vaccines mandatory to repair SA economy - B4SA  
• Malema urges students to vaccinate against coronavirus  
• Mandatory vaccine: companies have to compensate staffers with adverse side-effects  

COVID-19 vaccine subtopics (twitter and digital news) 
Online conversations about COVID-19 vaccines that generated most engagements in the past week 
were related to access/availability (32%), safety (17%), immunity (17%) and children (8%).  

 

 

 

 
* This report provides an analysis of online content related to COVID-19 vaccines in South Africa between 
October 28 – November 3, 2021. The report draws from the following categories of online signals: Google and 
YouTube search trends, Twitter and Facebook posts, and digital news articles. Google and YouTube trends data 
are from Google Trends, Twitter and digital news from Talkwalker and Facebook from Crowdtangle. 

https://www.discovery.co.za/assets/template-resources/general/top-questions-about-covid-19-vaccines.pdf
https://www.discovery.co.za/assets/template-resources/general/top-questions-about-covid-19-vaccines.pdf
https://bhekisisa.org/multimedia/2021-10-29-fast-four-your-questions-about-covid-jabs-pregnancy-answered/
https://bhekisisa.org/multimedia/2021-10-29-fast-four-your-questions-about-covid-jabs-pregnancy-answered/
https://www.iol.co.za/pretoria-news/news/court-bid-to-urgently-halt-roll-out-of-covid-19-vaccine-to-children-048d78db-d371-459c-9bf9-92500c96e696
https://www.iol.co.za/pretoria-news/news/court-bid-to-urgently-halt-roll-out-of-covid-19-vaccine-to-children-048d78db-d371-459c-9bf9-92500c96e696
https://www.enca.com/news/covid-19-sa-106-new-cases-2-deaths-recorded
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/trending/voucher-payments-for-over-60s-to-get-vaccinated-from-1-november-via-shoprite-2021-10
https://www.enca.com/business/make-vaccines-mandatory-repair-sa-economy-b4sa
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/malema-urges-students-to-vaccinate-against-coronavirus/
https://www.citizen.co.za/news/covid-19/2894712/new-covid-variant-on-the-loose/
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Share of engagement by vaccine subtopic, Twitter and digital news, South Africa  

 
 

COVID-19 vaccine conversation on Facebook 
Facebook posts about COVID-19 vaccines generated about 55k over the past week (similar to 
previous week).  
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7. Centre for Analytics and Behavioural Change (Siwe and 
Jesse) 

 
Part 1 

● Top content pieces of the week (with Dialogue Facilitation suggestions) 

Part 2 
● Normalising vaccine side-effects 

● Countering and debunking COVID-19 myths 

● Mandatory vaccine jabs for the workplace 

 

Part 1 
The general online COVID-19 conversation this week showed quite a significant decline 
when compared to previous weeks which held steady. See the graph below: 

 
 
However, even with conversation volume decreasing, our analysts found that the 
conversation had taken on a different tone driven largely by the local government elections 
which took place over the last week (see Top Content Pieces of the Week section). 
Furthermore, it is worthwhile to take note of the overall net sentiment for public mentions 
over the last few months. This information is very reliable and accurate because it is crowd 
verified (see graph below). The blue indicates positive sentiments and the red indicates 
negative sentiments. This visual indicates that recent rhetoric on vaccines has been largely 
negative. This is a point of concern that indicates that there remains a significant amount of 
resistance towards the vaccine:
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To illustrate this further, the graph below shows how Vaccine Trust Spectrum by Volume 
over the same period: 

 

Top content pieces of the week 
While this report will focus on the segment of vaccine enthusiasts, the top posts of this week 
reveal a significance of mistrust, criticism, political frustration, and resistance towards the 
COVID-19 vaccine. 
 
Over the last few weeks, political parties have held campaign rallies across the country ahead 
of the local election. Our analysts found that this subsequently drew quite a lot of criticism from 
those who oppose vaccine mandates - essentially accusing government and political 
movements of hypocrisy. The tweet below demonstrates this: 
 

https://twitter.com/AmandaBlackSA/status/1453616946289721344
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Dialogue Facilitation Suggestions:  

● Elections are special moments and happen once or twice in a year. Facing it during 

covid pandemic is an incredible challenge but I don't think it means that they are not 

concerned about spreading covid during elections. I think as individuals knowing the 

danger of the virus we should be cautious in this type of case.  

● Covid regulations should have been adhered to by all, including those in power who 

were running election campaigns.  

● I think it our first time having to go through elections with Covid-19, so I am sure from 

what usually happens on elections it wasn't easy to adapt with Covid-19 regulations so 

the vaccine was to play their roles and it within an individual to take good care of 

themselves 

● The dangers of superspreader events are well documented and real. We all have a 

responsibility to stay safe and take care of one another. As we have seen in countries 

with high levels of vaccination gatherings become less and less risky 

 
 
Others made offensive and racially charged tweets that drew parallels between black people 
and the numerous crises in South Africa, including the virus. The tweets below illustrate this 
clearly: 
 

https://twitter.com/Mr_Dee_SA/status/1455143933399404545
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Dialogue Facilitation Suggestions:  

● This kind of tweet can be discriminatory to a generation of black people who actively 

believe in change. By denying the realness of the virus you disrespect all the lives 

lost during the pandemic. I think the power of voting is still real and we should all vote 

for a better future. 

● Are you speaking for all black people or just you? 

● A single picture from a country with 1,22 million km² and close to 60 millions 

residents is not a true reflection of the state of events. Are all or even the majority of 

votes cast by white people? 

 
Conversations driven by the government’s plans to potentially make the vaccines mandatory 
for public servants sparked heated debates online. Many questioned the boundaries of body 
autonomy and liberty. Conversely, others supported this mandate as a matter of public 
safety. The tweet below shares an article on the issue: 

 

https://twitter.com/TheMercurySA/status/1453777323581394954
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Dialogue Facilitation Suggestions:  

● Measures need to be taken in order to protect the masses, but personal rights of each 

individual should be considered too.  

● The vaccines have gone through a rigorous process of testing and have been shown 

to be safe. It is important that people are educated on the importance of vaccination 

for the well being of the citizen  

 
The topic of vaccine poverty and the ethics of pharmaceutical companies making 
unprecedented profits from the vaccines has caused some to question why this is. The tweet 
below shares some statistics on the issue: 

 

https://twitter.com/SuperEbza/status/1455880693892927493
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I'm  
 
Dialogue Facilitation Suggestions:  

● Do you mind sharing where you got this information from? 

● Everyone should have the opportunity to be vaccinated if they choose. How can we 

lessen this divide? 

● Interesting stat. Can you provide the source please? How much does the level of 

education factor into the stats?  
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Part 2  
Below is a hashtag cloud of the topics that trended the most under the vaccine enthusiasts 
segment: 

 
Mention Volume  
Conversations driven by vaccine enthusiasts have proven to be a smaller but significant part 
of online conversations around the COVID-19 vaccine. The analysis showed that the 
narratives driving this segment actively promoted: the normalisation of vaccine side effects, 
making vaccination mandatory for the workplace, and debunking fear mongering myths 
surrounding the vaccine. Out of thousands of online conversations around the COVID-19 
vaccine, the vaccine enthusiasts continue to form a relatively small but steady integral part of 
the online vaccine conversation. See below: 

 

Normalising vaccine side effects 
Resistance towards vaccinations largely stems from misinformation and fear around side 
effects and injuries. In an effort to mitigate this, many vaccine enthusiasts shared anecdotal 
posts about overcoming the side effects and the benefits of the vaccine. For instance, the 
post below shares a story about how the vaccine prevented severe complications in a 
relative who had contracted the COVID-19: 
 

https://twitter.com/NalediSekoto/status/1447465447616663555
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Furthermore, amidst the rise of vaccine dropouts (i.e. those who do not return for their 
second jab), many vaccine enthusiasts have actively tried to encourage others not to defect. 
For example, the tweet below shares an anecdotal sentiment about how easy and painless it 
is to get the second jab: 

 

Countering and debunking COVID-19 myths 
Our analysts found that debunking myths and countering misinformation proved to be a core 
aspect of vaccine enthusiast rhetoric. Many engaged with posts and/or simply shared 
resources that promoted verified misinformation. For example, the post below debunks 
myths and shares a competition that incentivises others to get vaccinated: 

https://twitter.com/vuyxna/status/1451562853413048327
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Mandatory vaccine jabs for the workplace 
Many vaccine enthusiasts actively supported the notion of mandating COVID-19 vaccinations 
for the workplace and beyond. For instance, news outlet @TimeLIVE tweeted an article titled 
“Rhodes University set to enforce mandatory Covid-19 vaccination”. While some criticised this 
move, other advocated for this mandatory vaccines as seen in the post below: 

 
 
 

8. University of the Free State (Herkulaas) 
 
Herkulaas Combrink & Katinka de Wet (University of the Free State) 
There has been a decrease in vaccine related posts, potentially due to the elections and 
other news, however, it maybe anticipated that there will be an increase in vaccine related 
online conversations due to the oral vaccine trails in South Africa, and the vaccination policy 

https://twitter.com/TimesLIVE/status/1451239536026132481
https://twitter.com/DURITZ79/status/1451254175120113666
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for the youth. Certain posts have started with the spreading of misinformation around these 
two topics. Furthermore, mandatory vaccines for large institutions such as universities will 
continue to cause disruptions if not handled properly. This gives the community an 
opportunity to respond correctly to these policies and to deal with critical questions such as 
“why these policies are required”. 

 
Fig 1. 

Based on the information people are seeking, there were drastic increases in the search for 
information related to the vaccine certificate (Table 1, Fig. 2).  

Table 1 

Rising and breakout topics  

covid vaccine certificate Breakout 

covid vaccine certificate south Africa Breakout 

digital covid 19 vaccination certificate Breakout 

covid-19 vaccination certificates Breakout 

digital covid 19 vaccine certificate Breakout 

covid vaccination certificate 2950% 

vaccination certificate 1600% 

covid 19 vaccination certificate 1000% 

covid-19 vaccination certificate 950% 

covid vaccination registration 60% 

covid vaccine registration 40% 
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Fig. 2 

Social media (Twitter) trends: 
Still spreading of information about the QR code not being encrypted for the vaccine 
certificate  

• “WARNING OVER VACCINE CERTIFICATE PERSONAL INFORMATION…The QR 

code on South Africa Covid-19 vaccine certificate https://t.co/04eNa0XLOC ” 

Misinformation: That the youth of South Africa are dying because of the vaccine. This 
is an image of an unfortunate stampede in Kenya during 2020. 

• “13 children die of the vaccine in South Africa https://t.co/2Kivl0WP6Y” 

Unrest about Wits university vaccine policy 

• “'Ruckus over Wits mandatory vaccine rule.' https://t.co/3e5gkS3Cur”  

Political parties requesting to reverse the vaccinations of people under the age of 18 

• “ACDP asks high court to stop Covid-19 jabs for teens: ACDP and three other 

applicants launch an urgent application https://t.co/y1stP1v0JI”  

Oral COVID-19 vaccine news being shared 

• “Trials For COVID-19 Vaccine Pill To Begin In South Africa https://t.co/zqJ5jd3Zho  

https://t.co/0cLtNR6rNm”  

  

https://t.co/04eNa0XLOC
https://t.co/2Kivl0WP6Y
https://t.co/3e5gkS3Cur
https://t.co/y1stP1v0JI
https://t.co/zqJ5jd3Zho
https://t.co/0cLtNR6rNm
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

9. District: Buffalo City Date: 02 November 2021 Communicator name: Coceka Kotsele 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  

a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not? 

 
Decreased this past week, maybe people are now getting tired to be told about vaccination as they have seen that new cases are decreasing 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
 
COVID 19 is no longer a threat, we prayed for this pandemic so God has answered our prayers. 
 
 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Hesitancy from old to young is a big non 
vaccination factor 

By doing mobilization and not stop National 

B. To persuade parents of 12-17 to let their 
children go to vaccinate 

Educating children to persuade their parents to 
let them vaccinate 

local 

C. Learners are busy preparing for exams 
so it will be difficult for us to get them to 
vaccinate 

Wait until end of exams just keep on mobilizing local 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
I would like to meet with the SFP team as we will be assisting together the BCM 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

10. District: Garden Route  Date: 02 November  Communicator name: Busisiwe Mandari 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
 
 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT,  
Pastors are still hesitant and advising members of the church not to vaccine. 
 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Churches that preaches not to vaccine Since door-to-door doesn’t help, Pastors need 
to be talk to by relevant people. Doctors and 
other leaders of big Congregations that have 
already taken the vaccine, it needs to be on 
TV, radios and everywhere where everyone 
can see, being advertised. 

Doctor, Pastors of other congregation must 
visit the churches that are still hesitant or 
mission houses rather before going to church 
to meet up with Pastors.  

B. Demand at schools from age 17 
downwards 

We see no difference if kids are taking vaccine 
from school and clinic without parents’ 
consent, they should just take it. 

Department of Health should also allow the 
under 18 to vaccinate at school since we are 
giving 18 years and older at school, but 
should let parents know about it. Maybe by 
signing forms as well and also make it 
confidential for Chronic illness. 

C. Demand of J&J from Community 
members 

To speed up the process, we should make J&J 
and Pfizer available everyday so that everyone 
can make their decision on what to take. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

11. District: 
Namaqua 

Date: 02 November 2021 
Communicator name: H.T. 
Lottering 

Note: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and a couple of points in section 3 on Challenges. 
Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (is vaccine acceptance increasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups – 
men /women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 

• The willingness amongst the 12 – 17-year-olds is quite surprising and impressive in comparison with the 18-year-olds and above. 

• People are willing to take the vaccine because they want to be with their loved ones during the Christmas holidays, avoid another hard 

lockdown and possible fourth wave of the Covid-19 Pandemic.               

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS, OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
The following dis- and misinformation still prevail: 

• People who took the vaccine will die in two years’ time. 

• That the Johnson & Johnson vaccine is more effective than the Pfizer one. 

• The vaccine is from the devil and the mark of the beast (666). 

• The vaccine causes erectile disfunction and infertility. 

• Covid-19 can be cured with herbs and other natural remedies.  

• The local government elections will cause new outbreak of the Covid-19 Pandemic. 
 

3. Challenges Successes 
Strategy on how to find 

solution 
Relevant people 

A. Stranglehold 
of religious 
leaders and 
leaders of 
the 
Rastafarians 
on their 
followers. 

Increasing number of 
previously anti-vaxxers who 
decided to take the vaccine.  
 
 

An urgent meeting/summit 
with mainstream and 
Pentecostal churches and 
Rastafarians in the Namaqua 
District is still needed where 
all myths and misperceptions 
about the vaccine can be 
ironed out. 

Reverends, pastors, 
priests and other 
clergy and leaders. 
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B. Promotion of 
the vaccine 
rollout for 
children 12 – 
17 years. 

The surprising number of 12 
– 17-year olds who already 
took the vaccine. 

Campaigns on tv, radio 
stations and social media 
such as Facebook and 
WhatsApp to encourage 
more 12 – 17 year-olds to 
take the vaccine. 

Parents, School 
Governing Bodies, 
managements of 
sports clubs, youth 
pastors and 
leaders. 

C. Lack of funds 
and 
equipment. 

None.  Funds to develop 
informational material such 
as banners, pamphlets, 
flyers, etc. 
 
 
Meeting/Summit with 
business chambers and non-
affiliated businesses. 
 
Liaise with hotel and guest 
house owners for free or 
cheaper accommodation for 
the vaccine communicator. 

All business 
owners. 
Dept. of Health and 
private sector. 
 
Business owners. 
 
 
 
Hotel and guest 
owners. 
 

D. Staff 
shortage. 

None. Recruitment of staff, 
especially vaccinators. 

Dept. of Health 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

12. District: Khayelitsha & 
Eastern Sub-Districts 

Date: 22-21Oct 21 Communicator name: Lungiswa Mamile 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  

a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Increasing the numbers of vaccinated 
people. 

We had a meeting with local government 
community dev workers which was a success 
moving forward with them partnering with us. 

Local government, shopping malls, 
churches. 

B.   

4. SUCCESSES:  
More people are keen to vaccinate we just need to keep on with popup sites.   

5. ANYTHING ELSE  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

13. District: OR Tambo Date: 02/11/2021 Communicator name: Sibongasonke 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  

a couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
 
Pregnant people and breastfeeding mothers are not sure if they can vaccinate and apparently they were told at some stage they cannot 
vaccinate. They are worried about their health it would be nice if they can be taught when they go for their check-ups by nurses 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
 
People are convinced that someone is pulling an agenda with this covid as they say it stopped for elections 
 
 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. People think covid is an agenda now that 
elections are over it will come back 

  

B. People dying after getting vaccinated now 
people in those areas don’t want to take vaccine 

Postmortems must be done on people to show 
that they did not die of vaccine 

 

C.   

(Add more lines if you wish)   

4. SUCCESSES 
 
 
 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
Transport & accommodation as some places are too far to go and come back the same day 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

14. District: Ekurhuleni Date: 25-01/11/2021 Communicator name: MOKGADI MALEBANE 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
 
The vaccine acceptance is increasing but slowly. This is through the encouraging stories of those who have vaccinated already.  The other 
reason of people accepting vaccine is the issue of having required to provide the vaccine certificate when we apply jobs which somehow makes 
people feel obligated in taking vaccine.  
 
In terms of Suburbs and rural I feel like there is more vaccine acceptance in the suburb comparing to the rural. This could be because most 
people in the suburbs take note of the education awareness and give attention to what is happening globally whereas in the townships and rural 
we normally would drag our feet and believe misinformation’s. 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
 How do we know that 4th wave is coming, Is there a time table for these waves? 
People with chronic die once they get vaccinated. 
 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Having 1-day pop ups at places with 
great turn out. Some areas need more 
than 1 day pop up. 

Plan to have at least 2days pop ups or come 
back the following week.  

Sub-Districts and Outreach coordinators. 

B. Sometimes the vaccination team set up 
a bit late (around 10) at the pop up sites 
which sometimes it doesn’t give 
members of the community enough time 
to come and vaccinate as some of the 
pop ups finish/knock off around 2pm. 

We preach of strategies to give access to 
people to vaccinate and this included 
increasing hours to at least 4/5pm. 

The District, Sub-district and Vaccination 
Coordinators. 

4. SUCCESSES 
There has been a great turn out on vaccination in the Ekurhuleni district where we managed to be the no1 district in GP with 5 019 including 1st 
doses and 2nd doses. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

15. District: Dr Ruth 
Segomotsing Mompati 

Date:  01 November 2021 Communicator name:  Tebogo Olifant  

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
 
Older people are still encouraged to come in their numbers to get vaccinated since there is a threat of the fourth wave coming in December 2021. 
We have noticed that more young people especially 12yrs to 17yrs are coming to get vaccine in numbers.  

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
 

- Why do we have to force kids to vaccinate if we say that are not in danger? 
- Why don’t we allow parents to give consent before their kids are vaccinated? 
- Adults are still scared to vaccinate because they think they will die 

 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. More adults are encouraged to vaccinate 
by there’s no transport for them 

Negotiate with the department to assist with 
transport  

People in rural areas 

B. Party agents were fighting and we have 
to stop and move our side to a safer 
side. 

Ensure that vaccine site are placed in a safer 
place 

District Department of Health and District 
Communicator 

C. Poor planning of the sub-districts for 
sites to do vaccine 

We need request the department to issue 
consent forms for kids under 18 years 

Dept of Health  

4. SUCCESSES 
- During election weekend we saw more people coming in to get vaccinated before or after they voted 
- More sites were opened to allow people to get vaccinated  
- Vaccine site became more convenient for many people who only went to vote 

 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
 
The Civil society want to get actively involved in the campaign but need to be provide with transport, food and airtime allowance. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

16. District: Mangaung 
Metropolitan District 

Date: 30 October 2021 Communicator name: Keneiloe Mokola 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different groups 
– men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using the internet or not?) 
 
The vaccine uptake has slowed down in certain areas of the district, for this to change a campaign drive like the VOOMA weekend would need to 
be taken with the seriousness it deserves in order to up the numbers of the intake while prioritizing areas with low to no access of vaccine sites. 
Patients from small towns like Tweespruit have had to travel to Thaba Nchu, Botshabelo and Bloemfotein to get vaccinated. 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
The main concern is the decreased uptake of the vaccine from 18-35 years age groups in local communities. 
 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. The driving force behind stagnancy in the 
uptake is that people are not motivated enough 
to get vaccinated due to economical factors 
such as travelling to vaccine sites. 

Have more media campaigns surrounding the 
importance of vaccinating and have officials 
from DoE mobilize with communicators with 
the use of loudhailers around communities in 
order to ensure that the target is reached in 
record time. 

Local, district and provincial office, 

B. Young people do not feel motivated enough 
to get jabbed because they do not have jobs 
and feel as though other needs of their 
communities which should be addressed are not 
but we are driving the vaccine campaign. 

Offer incentives such as free WiFi at vaccine 
sites in order to draw more people out. 

Provincial and National office. 

4. SUCCESSES 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

17. District: King Cetshwayo 
Date:01 November 2021 

Communicator name: Zamantungwa 
Khumalo 

1. SENTIMENT: Vaccine acceptance has increased with the help of community leaders, traditional leaders and religious leaders. People are now 
better educated about the vaccine and there is less fear than before.  Last week vaccination of school children started, and they are also vaccinating 
in numbers. Political leaders are working well with us around the elections days. It also exciting to see the 12+ taking the vaccine in numbers they 
are not giving us hard times when visiting them in schools.  

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
The are no particular myths these days I think people are now more educated and they are starting to see that there’s nothing wrong with the vaccine.    

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. The challenge is to get the remaining 60+ elderly. 
Mostly they say they are afraid to take vaccine 
because they are taking chronic treatment.  

To visit them in their grants pay points and when 

they are coming to take their chroming treatment 

even in mobiles and talk to them. 

Health and MSF team will be more 

relevant one. They will be able to tell 

them about the side effects if there are 

any for people taking chronic. And also 

the political leaders we are planning to 

encourage them on the election day 

when they came for voting. 
4. SUCCESSES 
People are vaccinating in numbers in most sites, and mobilizing the day before vaccination have a good impact because people able to schedule if 

ever they have any other place to go. And even loud hailing on that day it also having a positive impact.  

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request)  
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

18. District: Harry Gwala Date: 25 – 31 October 2021 Communicator name: Mongezi Mayizole 

NOTE: You do not need to fill in all sections. Please write at least one line in section 1 on Sentiment, and  

 couple points in section 3 on Challenges. Add in other section only if you want to. 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in 
different groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 

Managed to get the Youth during the weekends and they are encouraging others to go and vaccinate. I have some videos that I recorded during the 
vaccination. Parents are also encouraging the over 12 to go and vaccinate and other parents even escorted their children to the vaccination sites 

 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT:  
Myths stories are starting to decrease now and the Youth is trying to understand the importance of vaccination.  
 

3. CHALLENGES:  Strategy to find solution to challenge: 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national:  

A. Youth is coming to vaccination sites drunk and they 
are now always having an excuse of not vaccinating 

To target the Youth in the early hours of the day  

B.   

C.   

(Add more lines if you wish)   

4. SUCCESSES 
Managed to have some interviews with the Youth and managed to convince those that we met to go and vaccinate 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

19. District: Ehlanzeni 
District 

Date: 1 November 2021 Communicator name: Noluthando Mazibuko 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
 
Vaccine acceptance Gauge:  
Vaccines administered in the last 7 days were 30 000, this is down 4000 vaccines from the previous 7 day period. People’s mental focus could’ve 
been on the Local Government Elections that were looming, as opposed to vaccinating. If this is the case, we should see an upward trend during 
the next 7 day reporting period 
 
Through social listening in community engagement 
Men 
- Don’t want to become “lab rats” or continuous victims of the health system. They believe something will be implanted in them. The only time 

they will accept help from the health system is in the case of a tragedy like a car accident 
- Are scared that it will be uncovered that they have HIV. Their lifestyles bring their health in question 
- Some men say they received a combination of a single Pfizer and single Johnson and Johnson dose but are still well 
 
Women 
- Many have vaccinated and even shown us their cards 
- Some say they experienced severe side effects after the first dose of Pfizer 
- Some are pregnant and say they will not vaccinate during this period and no one will change their lives 
 
Generally 

- Some people say that they have depended on herbs and don’t believe in the power of western medicine. 
- Some people believe that its only “black” people that are being vaccinated with the “real” vaccination, whereas politicians, the wealthy and 

other ethnic groups are being vaccinated with “water” 

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
 
Questions 

1. People ask us if the government will increase R350 grant if they vaccinate: People think that vaccination benefits the government more 
than it benefits themselves. They feel they are doing it for the government, hence they are requesting to benefit with money. Vaccination is 
not a benefit for them 

2. People keep asking: Can undocumented foreigners get vaccinated or will they get deported 
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Concerns 

1. People are scared that their chronic conditions will be triggered  
2. People are scared that their unknown chronic conditions will be triggered  
3. People are scared of the hospital, stating that if they vaccinate now, they will become continuous victims of the health system (The believe 

they will develop health conditions from something implanted in the vaccine 
4. When people absorb more and more myths and misinformation, it becomes harder to convince them to vaccinate immediately. A similar 

pro-longed effort has to be applied to convince them based on “true” information 
 
Myths / Misinformation 

1. There is apparently a video circulating on social media of a woman who was pregnant and got vaccinated, who then prematurely gave 
birth to a ‘deformed’ child. This video is particularly concerning to pregnant and breastfeeding women who feel the same might happen to 
them 

 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. People fear that their chronic conditions 
will react negatively with the vaccine, so 
they will not take it at all 

 

Continuous community engagement through 
district communicators 

National Department of health must allocate 
resources to support this effort 

B. Some people say they will never vaccinate no 
matter what happens 

Continuous community education. In a soft 
manner 

All departments of health 

C.   

(Add more lines if you wish)   

4. SUCCESSES 
- An important success that we have found generally is that people appreciate direct community engagement and education, because they get 

their questions answered and we believe that many of these people do then get vaccinated because they vocally express their appreciation 
for our efforts. 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
 

1. Quick Access to print pamphlets and posters to distribute as per the particular need in each area weekly. 
2. A pro-longed effort of community engagement is needed, such as by District Communicators. When we continue to instill the correct 

information consistently, people will trust the information we bring to them and will get vaccinated themselves, as opposed to talking about 
Vaccine Passports that seem to be infringing on freedom of Choice – It’s almost like people are being forced 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 
 

20. District: Amathole Date: 1st  November 2021 Communicator name: Zani Dayimani 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
 
There seems to be a decrease to young people’s vaccination uptake if this week’s stats are anything to go by. Young people generally seem to 
have lost trust in government – despondency among and lower voter turn-out among. However, there is higher uptake among institution uptake.   

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
The male counterparts still believe taking Pfizer could potentially result in erectile dysfunction, whilst J&J is the most preferred among rural 
dwellers. With introduction of Vooma Vaccination vouchers we believe this would change significantly. Young people are beginning to identifying 
Grey areas in the whole COVID-19 and vaccination programme. They say: ‘Now that the elections and voting is over – the numbers of positive 
COVID-19 figures are picking up again.’ 
 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Electricity loadsheding Eskom to be engaged Municipalities to take a lead. 

B. Bad internet connectivity Engage municipalities, corporate sector and 
sector departments 

Municipality to take a lead. 

C. Transport for furthest communities Engage DGMT, Department of Health, private 
sector 

District community to take lead. 

D. Disgruntled politicians obstructed some of the 
gains and inroads made in some areas. 

This we believe would change once the 
elections are over. 

IEC and municipalities 

4. SUCCESSES 
All voting stations vaccination sites earmarked for use during votes were successfully opened and functionally on the day 
 
 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
 
We need more IEC material. 
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DISTRICT SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT 

21. District: eThekwini Date: Communicator name: 

1. SENTIMENT (Is vaccine acceptance increasing or decreasing in your area? Do you know why? Are there different sentiments in different 
groups – men / women / children; age; urban / rural; using internet or not?) 
There are mixed feelings among youth - some want to vaccinate some are very scarred, Some older people have a problem and need clarity and 
mobile clinics must go to the community not only in centers, and in Malls. 
Men are working during the day only weekends                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

2. PARTICULAR MISINFORMATION, CONCERNS, QUESTIONS OR MYTHS IN YOUR DISTRICT 
They think government is gaining with this Covid 19 they say the country is level one and after election our is going back to level 4 
Not ready to Vaccinate because I hear people who have vaccinate complaining with side effects. People proper information about their sexual 
health. 

3. CHALLENGES Strategy to find solution to challenge 
Relevant people / groups to involve / 
local, district, provincial or national 

A. Some facility are getting resistance form the 
community to vaccinate. 
Misinformation and Myths around vaccination. 
Some feel that there is chip that will be injected 
just to control us. 

I feel that getting a platform to speak with local 
leaders to address community member’s 
vaccination. Giving people pamphlets is very 
important and also to have one on one became 
are written in English.  Health talks have very 
helpful for community members. 

Induna zezinsizwa,Traditional healers. FBO, 
and Amakhosi Esizwe to getting a slot on 
local radio stations 
Local 

B. Weather is also a challenge because people 
will not attend in numbers as we would like to 
do. 

I have shared my concern and my impute and 
my findings   

 

C. Local radio stations should advertise each 
vaccination site.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Not yet allocated  

4. SUCCESSES 
I am happy to work with the team. I am to share with them ideas them, We are now implementing a strategy of taking services to the community.  
We have started working with local clinics and partners in taking services to the community. 
Some have been complaining about transport fee hence they are unemployed it was the community members who stay very far from the clinic, 
Students at UKZN (Edgewood) came in numbers to Vaccinate and Kwadebeka Clinic team was inside Campus during the Heritage event on 
Friday. 

5. ANYTHING ELSE (Anything else you would like to recommend or resources to request) 
  I have not received a tablet for now but have received the loudhailer. 

 


